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Need the facility 
infrastructure 
and detectors 
designed for 
Standard Model 
and BSM Physics.


FPF experiments will detect about 1M neutrino interactions (1K tau 
neutrinos) with neutrino energies up to a few TeV


The Forward Physics Facility


See	talk	by	Akitaka	Ariga		



Forward rapidity regions for detectors:


3s	

SND@LHC	 FASERv	

Run	3			

and	SND@LHC	detectors		
are	installed	

AdvSND	(“near”)	in	range		

FASERv	

See	talk	by	Akitaka	Ariga		



              Production of Neutrinos

At LHC (forward detectors: FASERnu …):  

p + p à pions, kaons, D-mesons .. à neutrinos

Energy of protons 14TeV (LHC beam) 


Atmospheric neutrinos:

p + Air (p) à pions, kaons, D-mesons 
àneutrinos 

Folding comic ray proton spectrum with the 
production 

Astrophysical neutrinos (from AGNs, GRB..)

p + p and p+ gamma, folding with the proton 
energy spectrum  




              QCD (neutrino production)


  Forward neutrino 
production is a probe of 
forward hadron production, 
BFKL dynamics, PDFs at 
ultra small x (10^-7)  and 
small Q^2


 Important implications 
for high energy 
neutrino experiments






 Charm Production in NLO pQCD using 
PDFs  

The total charm cross section in pQCD is given by: 

FONLL program: Cacciari, Greco and Nason, JHEP 05 
(1998) 007; Cacciari, Frixione, Nason, JHEP 03 (2001) 
006
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xF ' xE = E/E0 x1 ' xF ⇠ 0.1, x2 ⌧ 1

E ⇠ 107 GeV ! x2 ⇠ 10�6

  and differential charm cross section


where


For high energies we need gluon PDF for small x, and low Q2

Calculated in pQCD by matching the Fixed Order 
NLO terms with NLL high p_T resummation 




    
 Charm Production in k_T Factorization 

Approach  

Balitsky,Fadin,Kuraev,Lipatov (1977), Martin,Ryskin and Stasto (2003), Ciafalone, Colferai, 
Salam and Stasto (2003), Kwieicinski, Martin and Stasto (1997), Kutak and Sapeta (2012)


Resummation of the large powers of             (BFKL) + DGLAP important at 
small x  




        Theoretical uncertainties 

   Parton distribution functions at small x 
and small Q^2 (mostly gluons, unconstrained 
by HERA data), Factorization and 
Renomalization scale, charm quark mass, 
Fragmentation function 


    We use LHCb data for D-mesons in different 
rapidity regions and at several energies to 
reduce theoretical uncertainties (LHCb data 
covers rapidity up to 4.5) 


k_T factorization approach depends on gluon 
distribution at large-x, charm quark mass




D-meson production at LHCb in 
different rapidity regions


Neutrinos from D-meson 
decays


Neutrinos with energy above 
300GeV come predominantly 
from charm.




          Fragmentation Functions






NLO with different fragmenation functions


Similar results for LHCb but very different neutrino 
flux in FLARE






NLO and kT distributions at LHCb and neutrino 
fluxes at FASER (Peterson Fragmentation 
function)




   Tau neutrino flux from charm






Astroparticle physics connections 
– prompt atmospheric neutrinos
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charm	production	and	
decay	
“prompt	atmospheric	
neutrinos”	

FPF	

LHCb	

Prompt	neutrinos	are	a	
background	to	
astrophysical	neutrinos		

BPL=broken	power	law;	H3a=cosmic	ray	flux	

Bai,	Diwan,	Garzelli,	Jeong,	Kumar	and	Reno,	arXiv:2212:07865;				
J.	L.	Feng	et	al.,	J.	Phys.G	50		(2023)	3,	030501		



Prompt neutrino flux

l  Hadrons containing heavy quarks (charm or bottom)�

are extremely short-lived:�
⇒ 
decay before losing much energy�
⇒ 
neutrino energy spectrum is harder�



l  However, production cross-section is much smaller�



l  There is a cross-over energy above which prompt 
neutrinos dominate over the conventional flux�



l  This is called the atmospheric prompt neutrino flux�
    





Schematically 
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A.	Bhattacharya,	R.	Enberg,	Y.S.	Jeon,	M.H.	Reno,	I.	Sarcevic	and	A.	
Stasto,	JHEP	11	(2016)	167	

                Prompt Neutrino Flux




                         Conclusion �
�



  High energy muon and electron neutrinos 
and all of tau neutrinos produced in the 
forward region, come from the decay of 
charmed mesons.   Forward neutrinos are 
probe of QCD at small x and small Q^2.

  
We use fits to LHCb data to constraint 
QCD parameters.  FASER (FPF) will probe 
different kinematic region, providing 
information about importance of non-
linear effects and saturation that is 
relevant in the forward region 
 



It is important to pursue Forward Physics 
Facility Program at HL-LHC and Neutrino 
telescopes such as IceCube-Gen2, km3Net..

Study correlations between these 
experiments, as well as multimessengers 
(gamma rays, cosmic rays, etc) 
 

Prompt atmospheric neutrino flux has the 
same QCD input, but it is folded with the 
cosmic ray flux.  Connection to forward 
neutrino production at the 

  HL-LHC, i.e. measurements with FASER can 
reduce theoretical uncertainties in the 
prediction of the prompt neutrino flux






                       Backup Slides 










Quark fragmentation to hadrons 

Hadronization degrades energy of quark compared to  
Hadron: Use fragmentation functions fitted to data 

Used Kramer-Kniehl (KK)  
and Peterson functions 
 
Uncertainty in normalization 
and average energy fraction 

Peterson 
KK	


